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Company Profile

■■ KOYO Elevator Co., Ltd. is a solely HongKong-owned enterprise. At present, KOYO have 
branch as Kunshan KOYO Elevator Co.,Ltd, Suzhou KOYO Elevator Co.,Ltd. KOYO Elevator 
Co., Ltd. is a professional designer, manufacturer, installer and maintainer of Elevator, Escalator, 
Passenger Conveyor and Car Parking System, which has more than 15 years experience in this 
field. KOYO have a professional R&D team formed by first class engineers, technical workers 
and managers. KOYO products have exported to more than 38 countries all over the world, 
such as Germany, French, Italy, Russia, USA, England,Turkey, Japan, Indonesia, Jordan, Iran, 
Pakistan, Malaysia, Portugal, Ukraine, Thailand, Mexico, Bulgaria, Brazil, Greece, New Zealand, 
Argentina, Chile, Colombia, South Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Namibia and so on.
■■ KOYO indraught the exquisite fabrication process and safe reliable control system from 
Germany. KOYO strictly implement European EN115 and EN81 Standard, which equals 
to China GB16899-1997 and GB7588-2003 Standard and it was awarded Germany TUV 
Certificate with CE Logo and ISO9001:2000 certificate.
■■ KOYO have made many famous projects all-over the world, such as Italy Rome 
International Airport, Rome railway station, Italy Naples Center railway station, Milan 
International Airport, Germany Koln subway, Koln railway station, USA times square M&M 
center, USA New York CITI Bank, Milan subway station, London subway station, France Pairs 
subway station, Japan Olympus, Carrefour chain-supermarket in Europe etc. and KOYO also do 
OEM for world famous brand. We win good reputation from the world wide by our reliable quality 
and timely after-sales service. 
■■ KOYO take the customer’s demands and satisfaction as unceasing pursue amd 
development goal.
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Passenger Elevator 
& Residential Elevator
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Passenger Elevator & Residential Elevator

KYC012

KYC010

KYC011

Elegant  and gracefu l  car 
matched with ceiling brings you 
into quiet and conformatable 
space.

Car
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Elegant and graceful car matched with ceiling brings you into 
quiet and conformatable space.Car 

KYC015

KYC014

KYC016

KYC013
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KYC017

Passenger Elevator & Residential Elevator

KYC019

KYC018
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

KOYO designs different styles of Chinese, European, classic and modern elevator landing doors 
according to various car styles with elegant model and complete size. Customers can make 
personalized selects according to their own likes.

Landing Door
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KYT-025

KYT-701

KYT-026

KYT-020

KYT-021

Passenger Elevator & Residential Elevator

Car ceiling creat a graceful car 
environment.

Ceiling
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Passenger Elevator 
& Residential Elevator Layout Drawing

Machine room plane layout

Shaft vertical section

Shaft plane layout
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Passenger Elevator 
& Residential Elevator Specification

Note: Please contact us for confirmation if the specification such as overhead height, pit depth, hoistway size and so on don't accord with the above standard, we can 
design and produce as customer's requirement.

KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice. 

Passenger Elevator & Residential Elevator

11
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Machine Roomless Elevator 
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Machine Roomless Elevator 

KYG0101

KYG0103

KYG0105

Car
It will supply a kind of opening products with more use 
space and the design is fit for all construction, and it 
will bring you a kind of comfortable lifting feeling with 
compeletely safety and supply a newset products 
according to updated code.

KYG0102

KYG0104
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Note: Please contact us for confirmation if the specification such as overhead height, pit depth, hoistway size and so on don't accord with the above standard, we can 
design and produce as customer's requirement.

KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice. 

Machine Roomless Elevator Specification
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Machine Roomless Elevator 

Shaft vertical section

Machine Roomless 
Elevator Layout Drawing
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

■■ KOYO KY21 series have 
been designed by the engineers 
with the technology of Germany 
and Japan, which have been 
manufactured and installed 
strictly according to European 
code EN81 and Chinese code 
GB7588 Safety Rules for the 
Construction and Installation 
of Electric Lifts. With the high-
grade configuration and luxury 
decoration, these elevators 
are used for shopping malls, 
supermarkets, airport buildings, 
and hotels, etc.

Panoramic Elevator
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Panoramic Elevator

KYGC010

Car 

KYGC012

KYGC011

Elegant and graceful car matched 
with ceiling brings you into quiet 
and conformatable space.
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

KYGC013 KYGC014 KYGC015

Car Elegant and graceful car matched with ceiling brings 
you into quiet and conformatable space.

Panoramic Elevator Specification

如有更改恕不另行通知。KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice.
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Panoramic Elevator

Exhaust fan
(By other)

Ventilator 
window(By other)

 Power box
(By other)

COntroller

Panoramic Elevator Layout Drawing
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Villa Elevator

Villa Elevator Specification

Noble KOYO villa Elevator brings 
              you into a comfortable space.

如有更改恕不另行通知。KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice. 

Type Speed 

 (m/min) 
persons 

 )gK( snoitcaeR )mm( ezis yawtsioH

D.W C.W C.D H.W H.D OH Pit R1 R2 R3 R4 

TVJ250 18 3 80 900 1100 1400 1400 2900 300 2500 2000 1600 1920

TVJ320 18 4 80 900 1400 2900 300 3200 2560 2050 2450
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Shaft vertical section

Shaft plane layout

Villa Elevator

Villa Elevator Layout Drawing
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

■■ KOYO KY21 series products have been 
designed by the engineer with the technology 
of German and Japanese. They have been 
manufactured and installed strictly according 
to European code EN81 and Chinese code GB 
7588《Safety Rules for the Construction and 
Installation of Electric Lifts》. They are used 
widely in hospital.

Hospital Elevator

Hospital Elevator Specifications

如有更改恕不另行通知。KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice.
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Machine room plane layout

Shaft vertical section

Shaft plane layout

Hospital Elevator Layout Drawing

Hospital Elevator
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

■■ KOYO KY21 series products have been designed by the engineers with the technology of 
Germany and Japan. They have been manufactured and installed strictly according to European 
code EN81 and Chinese code GB 7588 Safety Rules for the Construction and Installation 
of Electric Lifts. They are used widely in factories, mines, stores, shopping malls, hotels, 
refrigerated factories, etc.

Freight Elevator
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Freight Elevator

KYHC010

KYHC011

Car walls and cei l ings are 
made of spray-painted steel.
The car has a clear and clean 
structure with l ight ing and 
round fan.

Car
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Freight Elevator Specifications

如有更改恕不另行通知。KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice. 

Various types of landing doors apply to various needs of building.
Landing Door

KYHD010 KYHD015
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 Freight Elevator

Machine room plane layout

Shaft vertical section

Shaft plane layout

Freight Elevator Layout Drawing
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Corollary Equipment
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Car Entrance and Exit 
Car Decoration S: Standard O: Optional

Item Style Configuration

Ceiling KYPT026 S

Car wall, car door
Hairline stainless steel
Painted steel sheets

S
O

C.O.P Hairline stainless steel S

Flooring PVC floor S

Sill Alloyed hard aluminum S

Others Handrail O

Entrance Decoration

Narrow jamb Match to landing door S

Jamb with wall
Hairline stainless 
steel, painted steel sheet

O

Sill Alloyed hard aluminum S

Landing door Ground floor: hairline stainless steel, 
Other floors: painted steel sheets
Ground floor : painted steel sheets
Other floors: stainless steel sheets

S
S
O
O

Narrow jamb (standard)

Inclined (optional)

straight jamb (optional)

 Corollary Equipment

KOYO reserve the right to alter some of specifications and descriptions given herein without prior notice. 
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

Car operation panel and hall station are made of stainless steel with dot matrix and segmented 
display and high steady micro-control push buttons.

Car Operation Panel and Hall Station

KYC0P10

KYIND13

KYIND12

KYIND20

KYIND50

KYIND51

KYIND11

KYCOP20KYIND21
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Handrail 
KY-301F

KY-301TF

KY-302J

KY-313F

KY-313TF

KY-302TJ

KY-308

KY-309TM

KY-315F

KY-315TF

Push-Button

 Corollary Equipment
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KOYO ELEVATOR CO., LTD.

This series of elevator has high 
qua l i t y  and  pe r fo rmance  w i t h 
German newly developed control 
system and variable frequency drive 
technology which impose 32 bits 
ARM control system with TCP/IP for 
remote monitoring and diagnosis, 
GSM information sending. Vector 
type VVVF drive system optimize the 
speed curve automatically according 
to different travelling condition for 
comfortable riding. 

■  Prec is ion leve l ing and h igh 
e f f i c i e n c y  m o v i n g :  3 2  b i t s 
microcomputer  abso lu te  va lue 
sensitive system has advantages of 
fast data processing and transferring 
without self-learning while starting.Sensor signal is transferred directly to main controller 
by co-microprocessor that provides the correct car position, ensure exact landing and 
efficient  traveling efficiency. 

■ Ideal riding: multi-microcomputer control can forecast the deceleration distance and 
automatically produce best speed curve; vector type inverter drive ensures a most 
comfortable riding.

■ High reliability: adopt particular 32bits ARM elevator controller of special anti-
interference design which ensures low failure and high efficiency.

■ Preventive maintenance: TCP/IP interface is for remote monitoring, diagnosing and 
data transferring, providing self-diagnosing and failure memorizing functions to realize 
the new concept of maintenance, “to eliminate failure in shortest time”.

KYM Series Elevator Control  System

KYM Control System Sketch 

32-bits elevator controller

Absolute encoder

Vector Control Inverter

Increment Encoder

Drive machine

Hall call signal

Car Signal Remote Monitor system

Group Interface

轿厢
Car
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 Corollary Equipment

■  ARM intelligent control system

Reliable safety.
Recording, diagnosing, remote access and 
remote parameters setting.
Remote monitoring.
Programmable loop call to all system.
Database management.
Supporting MS Windows/MS WinNT/Novell.

■  ARM microprocessor control system

Powerful ARM 32bits MPU with highly-
efficient and real-time data processing.
Digital absolute value encoder provides 
the accurate car positioning with high-
efficiency direct arrival activated on basis of 
the distance principle, as well as the perfect 

comfort ability and leveling accuracy.
Group control of up to 8 elevators.
SMZ for quadruple protection ensures high 
efficient and safe door pre-opening.
Meeting various demands from different 
customers with our complete function sets.

■  Digital absolute value encoder

No loss of car position during longer power 
failure or rope slipping.
Car resolution to 0.5mm.
Fast and easy installation and no more need 
for magnet switch.
Direct leveling based on the distance 
principle.
Non-wear high-precision technology.
Applicable for any type of elevator.

Advanced Control System
Network, and intelligent passenger elevator control system.

KYM at landing call(serial)

KYM communication on car top(serial)

Group control

KYDCP communication of converter

Absolute value encoder can provide
accurate leveling data

Traction machine

Remote monitoring
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Order Function Function description Configuration
1 VVF Drive Accurately adjust motor speed to make  the speed curve for starting, running, and stopping 

smooth and then comfort can be obtained. S
2 Door operator frequency drive  Accurately adjust motor speed so that doors open/close more gently and sensitively S
3 Emergency car lighting When power fails, emergency lighting in the car will turn on automatically. S
4 Light curtain protection A kind of protection detecting passengers or objects as the doors open or close through 

multiple infrared-ray beams which covers the full height of the door. S
5 Power on re-leveling If power fails, the car may stop between floors. In this case  the car will move to the 

nearest floor when power is restored S
6 Non-stop for full-load car When the car is full of load or the loading is near the max loading capacity, the elevator 

would not respond to the landing calls in order to keep the best working efficiency. S
7 Overload protection A buzzer sounds to prevent an overload car from leaving and keep the door open. S
8 Against trouble making The summons in the car will clear up if there are more than 2 commands when light-load. O
9 Car ventilation, light shut off 

immediately
If there is no call registered within a period of time, the car fan and light automatically shut 
off to save energy. S

10 Long range close Through the key switch, the elevator could be called back to the base station(service 
finished)and out-serve automatically. S

11 Anti-side protection When traction wire slides from traction wheel, all operation will be forbidden. S
12 Start protection If the car does not leave the door zone in the predetermined period, it will stop 

automatically. S
13 Inspection operation When entering inspection operation, the car will come in to inching operation at 0.3m/s. S
14 Emergency electric operation When entering emergency electric operation state, the car will come in to inching operation 

at 0.3m/s. S
15 Safety leveling When the elevator stops between floors, controller should be inspected first and then the 

elevator should be operated to  the leveling location. S
16 Self diagnosis of malfunctions Controller can record the lastest 20 malfunctions and show them quickly on screen for 

diagnosis. S
17 Door-opening repeat If an obstacle prevents the door from closing, the door will open and close repeatedly until 

the object is removed.(Five times) S
18 Adjust the door opening time 

automatically
As per the difference between landing door and inner car summons automatically adjust so 
as to keep the door opening time. S

19 Open the door on landing hall 
again

During door closing push the hall button to open the door again.
S

20 Close the door immediately by 
the door-closing button

The elevator close the door immediately after the door-closing  button is pushed.
S

21 Car stops and door open The door can not open until the car finishes decelerating and leveling. S
22 Car arrival chime An electronic chime installed on the roof the car sounds to inform passengers of arrival. S
23 Multi-parties communication 

device
Through interphone people in the car can speak with personnel in machine room and in 
building management center. S

24 Alarm At emergency moment, if the alarm button on the operation panel is pressed contimuously, 
the alarm installed on the base floor would sound. S

25 Floor and direction indicator in 
the car

Display the number of the arrival floor and the up/down director inside the car.
S

S: Standard   O: Optional   ※ Group Control

Function Description
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Function Description

Order Function Function description Configuration
26 Floor and direction indicator in 

landing door
Disply the arrival floor and operation direction in the landing floor. 

S
27 Up and down overfloor /limit 

protection
Prevent peak or ground impact and make the elevator safer and more reliable.

S
28 Over-speed protection device When down speed is more than the rated speed, this device will cut the power off automatically to stop 

the motor and car/ if the car continues at an over-speed in down direction, the safety device will be 
actuated to force the car to stop(equal to or more than 115%). S

29 Remote monitoring Through modem and phone, the elevator can be controlled and monitored remotely, which is convenient 
for manufacturer and service person to find out the condition of each elevator for immediate service. O

30 Remote control Through monitor screen which could make elevator separately run as per demands. O
31 Cancel wrong instructions If the wrong instruction is pushed, the wrong registered call can be cancelled by pushing the same button twice. O
32 Intelligent call service Through the specific input device, car command or hall calls can be locked off or pushed on. O
33 Set service floor at will. Set non stop floor according to need through manual or timing switch. O
34 Floors operate control Through switch off special floor in order to stop the service. O
35 Door open time extension By pressing the specific button in the car, the door will remain open for an extended period of 

time to facilitate loading and unloading. O
36 Open the door ahead When the elevator is in decelerating and entering the door zone, the door is opened 

automatically to improve moving efficiency. O
37 Voice announcement Synthesized voice announces which floor will reach in the normal operation. O
38 Power-off emergency leveling When normal power fails, a rechargeable battery can provide power to move the car to the 

nearest floor. O
39 Fire emergency return When a key switch at the base floor or on the supervisory panel is turned on, all the calls are 

canceled, meanwhile the car is immediately called to the specified rescue floor. S
40 Fireman running When the lift is in fire emergency mode and returns to the main floor, the fire man must turn 

on the firemam- running switch, then lift only responds to the instructions from the car. O
41 Pre-load start Before the elevator stars, the load in the car is weighted so as to start steady and smoothly. O
42 Uninterrupted service (Group 

control)
When malfunction appears , the elevator leave away from group so as to keep the function of 
group. O

43 Floors support automatically 
(Group control)

When the elevator is of full load, it will not take any other passengers: the system will provide 
another elevator for them. O

44 Independence service(Group 
control)

A car can be  isolated from the group and only responds to the car call independently.
O

45 Communication management 
(Group control)

Analysis of the information of communication so as to choose the best operating mode. 
O

46 Group control  loop system 
(Group control)

Elevator group is designed in loop connection; Each one in the loop has group control 
dispatch function, If one or more have malfunction, the rest can be assured of normal service. O

47 Peak service (Group control) At peak time,  provide service for the special floor priority. O
48 Up peak service During the off-hour, elevator is continuously sent to the upper floors to meet the needs of off-

work peak traffic congestion. ※

49 Down peak service During the off-hour, elevator is continuously sent to the down floors to meet the needs of off-
work peak traffic congestion. ※

50 Non-stop at specific floor locking the button of COP so as to stop providing service on that floor. ※

S: Standard   O: Optional   ※ Group Control
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R&D.

■■ KYM0840L3XX series elevator control board researched and developed 
independently by KOYO based on ARM technology is a kind of high-intelligence 
product, which includes main control circuit board, car control board, car extension 
board, calling display board, group control board and so on. They are completely in 
accordance with GB7588-2003 national standard, it possesses the features of high-
reliability, high anti-interference, strong self-adaption and convenient debugging.

The brief introduction of 
KYM0840L3XX series elevator main control board

 ARM 32 bits embedded microprocessor;

 Basic control way: VVVF, it is suitable for 
gear traction machine and permanent magnet 
synchronous gearless traction machine;

 Between contro l  panels  CAN bus ser ia l 
communication;

 Key-press input,  192×128 LED display, 
parameters set easily, display content is rich.

 RS485 long-distance communication, which is 
used for real-time monitoring.

 RS232 interface, PC download programmes and 
parameters.

 The highest storey is 64, group control of 
3-8units;

 Self-diagnosis of malfunctions, historical record 
saved for 1000 pieces.

Main features:

KYM0840L301 32 bits microprocessor main 

control board

KYM0840L321 calling display board

KYM0840L322 calling display board

KYM0840L311 
Car control board
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R&D.

■■ KYM0860E3XX inbuilt escalator control board based on ARM 32 bits 
microprocessor was researched and developed independently by KOYO is a kind of 
high-tech product, which is stable and reliable in quality, and high in anti-interference.

The brief introduction of 
KYM0860E3XX escalator control board

Main features:
 ARM 32 bits embedded microprocessor;

 Basic points: 36 points input, 24 points output, it 
can be extended to 68 points input.

 Frequency conversion and star- triangle working 
way for option, and inspection for option.

 Key-press input, LED display, parameters can be 
set , and display historical records.

 Self-diagnosis of malfunctions, historical records 
saved for 1000 pieces.

 Remote communication interface(RS485 and 
CAN） 

 Real time clock of power off

 Host machine speed check, handrail speed 
check, step drop check, skirting check and so on 
(option);

 Photocell auto-start (Option) KYM0860E301 32 bits microprocessor escalator 

main control board
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